DHISCO switch

Business is booming. The global market for hotel stays is at an all-time high. According to STR, Inc., in the U.S.
alone we’ve seen the highest annualized occupancy, at 65%, and the highest room demand at 99.4 million.
This level of success is dependent upon optimized distribution, rich content, an up-to-the-millisecond
cache, and crazy fast shopping and booking. DHISCO Switch captures all of these elements. Think of it as
a connectivity hub—a single electronic
interface allowing you to link your hotel
properties or your distribution solution into
a network around the globe.
DHISCO Switch was developed for the sole
purpose of facilitating these bookings. We’re
proud to deliver the perfect one-to-many
distribution solution, whether you have an
OTA in the cloud, a hotel chain in Vancouver
or GDS in Texas.

confidence with seamless bookings

year-over-year growth in OTA bookings through DHISCO Switch

DHISCO Switch provides a seamless room booking, confirmed by the property. This win-win solution provides
trouble-free bookings for travelers.
• Properties control the inventory and approve the booking
• Travelers receive a confirmed booking from the hotel
• Travelers are assured a room is waiting when they arrive
•
• Brand loyalty increases as happy travelers are more likely to book a repeat stay at the hotel

great technology
Our passion is providing intelligent distribution solutions to drive partner success. DHISCO Switch was
developed to connect the world with suppliers and distributors. Enabling room bookings is what we know.
Our technology:
• Provides hoteliers the broadest exposure to all distribution channels including OTAs, meta search engines
and the top four GDSs
• Supplies distributors with access to endless hotel rooms across the world
• Delivers messages in an XML format that complies with Open Travel Alliance and HTNG standards
• Facilitates all your connections—you simply code once to DHISCO Switch
With well over $13 billion in annual global bookings, DHISCO Switch facilitates the industry’s growth and
travelers’ service satisfaction. We strive to bring you powerful technology, great connectivity and easy access
to customers and distribution. Let’s talk about how we can help you reach your all-time high in bookings.

dhisco.com

